
Dalek cake - baking and decorating 

A chocolate sponge works really well but substitute 200g of the our with the same amount of cocoa powder. 

So for an eight egg mix, weigh your eggs in their shells and use the same weight in butter, SR our and caster sugar. 

Bake on 170 – 175c for 70 – 80 minutes, covering loosely with either parchment or foil after approximately 30 minutes. 

Make sure you grease the mould or use cake release before pouring the mixture in, using a pastry bush to get into every corner. 

Shake the mould lightly once the mixture has been poured in just to make sure that it has settled into each of the intricate holes and detailing. 

When the cake is cooked through, leave it to cool in the mould before trying to remove it. When the cake is cooked through, leave it to cool in the mould before trying to remove it. 
 
Once your cake is out of the oven and ready to decorate you’ll need to bring your Dalek to life. 

For decorating the Dalek as pictured on our website and in our catalogue we’d recommend the following:
 
1.         Lay the Dalek cake down on the back/at side. 
2.         Cover the cake with a thin layer of buttercream.
3.         Cover with a tan or brown shade of ready-to-roll icing, using your hands to smooth around the cake and edges. Trim away any excess icing.3.         Cover with a tan or brown shade of ready-to-roll icing, using your hands to smooth around the cake and edges. Trim away any excess icing.
4.         Using our photograph as a guide, paint with gold, silver or bronze edible lustre. (Edible Silk available on our website.)
5.         Shape the arms using black ready-to-roll icing and x into place using a strand of dry spaghetti.
6.         Carefully stand the cake up on a cake board and, if required, cover the back with a thin layer of buttercream and some tan or brown ready-to-roll icing.


